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ABSTRACT

The present report summarizes the achievements within the

project "Two-phase Systems and ECC" (financially supported

by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI B1/78, B9/79,

B29/80). The results during 1978 - 1980 are accounted for in

brief as they have been documented in earlier reports. The

results during the first half of 1981 are accounted for in

greater detail. They contain a new model for the Basset

force and test runs with this model using the test code

RISQUE. Furthermore, test runs have been performed with

TRAC-PD2 MOD 1 . This code was implemented on Edwards Pipe

Blowdown experiment (a standard test case) and UC-Berkeley

Rerlooding experiment (a non-standard test case).
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average internal energy
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2 INTRODUCTION

The present report is intended as an account of the achieve-

ments within the research project "Tvo~phase Systems and ECC".

The achievements during 1978 - 1980 are only summarized in

brief» since these have been presented in earlier reports.

The work and results during the first half of 1981 are

accounted for in more detail. The project itself and its

objectives are described further in section 3.

The main issue has been to improve and develop models for the

interfacial transfer of momentum in two-phase flow. This work

has indicated that the models for momentum transfer play a

vital part in the two-fluid model when it comes to predicting

steady and unsteady two-phase flow. Thus it was for example

found that even the simplest model ought to contain terms

for the added mass effect and the Basset force. Furthermore,

the mixture viscosity ought to be precariously formu-

lated, since it expresses - in a way - the interaction bet-

ween dispersed particles and continuous fluid. These are

mere points in the general investigation of two-phase flow-

dynamics .

In general, the present project has created a certain

capacity to deal with the two-phase problems in connection to

boiling and irregular transients in the nuclear energy con-

text. This capacity can be of some value in the continuous

work to enhance the accuracy in best-estimate LOCA predic-

tions .

Research into two-phase flow modeling is in a natural way

coupled to development of LOCA codes, and best-estimate two-

fluid codes in particular. The coupling is natural because,

the two-fluid model cannot be handled analytically, and the

LOCA codes are the most advanced two-phase flow codes presently

developed. The present project was involved in the work with

N0RC0OL-II, the test code RISQUE was extensively used, and

TRAC-PD2 MOD1 was subject to a number of test runs. During the

first half cf 1981, RISQUE was used to investigate the in-



fluence of the Basset force on two-fluid calculations, and

TRAC-PD2 has been implemented on a standard test case and a

non-standard test case. The work with RISQUE and TFAC-PD2

is reported in some detail in sections 8 and 9.

Conclusively it is noted that some items in the present context

are - in the present author's opinion - worthy of further re-

search. These items are discussed in the section dealing with

future work (section 10).



3 PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

The project effectively covered three years and vas started

in January 1978. The present report marks its conclusion. The

work vas entirely financed by the Swedish Nuclear Power

Inspectorate (SKI).

The project caption was "Two-phase Systems and ECC", and it

contained research in the area of advanced two-phase flow

modeling. This research followed two different paths. These

are described below.

But first, the reports that have emerged from the project are

related.

3.1 Project Reports

These reports are simply listed and some hints about their con-

tents are given:

1. Thermal/Hydraulics in LOCA - a Literature Review, Albråten

(1978a). A survey of on-going activities in LOCA thermal/

hydraulics research (as of 1978). Description of advanced

Best-Estimate models, problems in connection with the

formulation of these, and suggestions for further research.

2. Discussion of the Momentum Transfers in the Two-fluid Model,

Albråten (1978b). Pinpoints the crucial dependent variables

in the mechanical constitutive equations of the two-fluid

model. Some suggestions are made concerning the investiga-

tion of these variables.

3. Two-phase Flow Dynamics in ECC, Fist Year Progress Report,

Albråten (1979a). Describes the work and achievements during

1978. Deduces the general two-fluid model and compares this

to the NORCOOL-II model. Defines the problems v;hi.ch ought to

be solved. Deduces the added mass effect in dispersed flow

and suggests mechanical constitutive equations for NORCOOL-II



Describes the difficulties inherent in traditional Modeling

sethods and relates sowe of the work in the long term two-

phase flow research.

4. P.M. On the Momentum Transfer Correlations and the Transition

between the Nucleate Boiling and the Annular Flow Regimes,

Albråten (1979b). Suggests logarithmic interpolation for

the interfacial drag correlations at the transition point

between nucleate boiling and annular flow.

5. Impact on the Two-fluid Model of including the Added Mass

Effect, Void Gradient, and a Mew Model for Mixture Viscosity,

Albråten (1979c). Presents the results of test calculations

with a two-fluid model (RISQUE). The impact of the added

mass effect and the void gradient term on this model was

tested. Conclusions about the importance of these forces

in the two-fluid model. Suggests a new model for the mixture

viscosity and tests this model with calculations.

6. Two-phase Flow Dynamics in ECC, Second Year Progress Report,

Albråten (1980a). Describes the work and achievements during

1979. Gives another new model for mixture viscosity. Suggests

new correlations for wall shear and interfacial drag force.

Analyzes theoretically the added mass coefficient and gives

a general expression for this factor. Analyzes theoretically

the interface pressure and gives a general expression for the

void gradient term. Appraises the importance of the Basset-

force. Discusses flow regime transition. Presents the multi-

dimensional two-fluid model in detail. Deduces the Hamilton-

operator for an arbitrary group of water molecule.,.

7. Influence of the Added Mass Effect and the Basset-Force in

the Model for Upwards Bubbly Flow, Albråten (1980b). In-

vestigates the importance of the added mass effect and the

Basset-force in the equation of motion for a single bubble.

Concludes that these forces ought to be included in the

equation of motion. This conclusion is extended to bubbly

flow.



These reports» together with the present report»

the written outcome of the project. They are to be seen as

"detailed surveys" of the actual work put into the project.

3.2 The Particular Path

The* project was conducted in close cooperation with the

NORBAV-project. The present author worked for 18 months at

Risö, Denmark, and took part in the development of the BWR

reflood code NORCOOL-II. The task was to update and improve

the constitutive equations for interfacial momentum transfer

in the two-fluid model of this code. The objective was clearly

defined and had a practical purpose nature, namely to make

NORCOOL-II a highly advanced and well-working BHR thermal/

hydraulics model.

3.3 The General Path

From the start it was evident that the two-fluid model - which

is the most general two-phase flow model - presently used, drags

along some serious and fundamental problems. Such problems are

for instance formed by averaging, constitutive equations, flow

regime mapping, numerics, to mention a few. Apart from these

drawbacks, the two-fluid model has an air of "clumsiness" which

makes it a very work-craving model in practice.

The research along the general path went parallel with the

particular path. This research contained studies into the very

basic mechanisms of fluid flow, and ideas about unconventional

methods for modeling two-phase flow. The aim was to come up

with new and easier ways for modeling, without loss of the

accuracy which is intended with the two-fluid model. Of course,

an additional argument for doing this kind of research is the

expensive computer time needed for two-fluid codes.

The two subsequent sections will relate the project achievements

in the particular NORCOOL-II work and the general two-phase

flow research respectively.



4 THE TWO-FLUID MODEL

This section will discuss the two-fluid model of two-phase

flow and the problems connected to the mechanical parts of It.

NORCOOL-II employs this model, and the particular work within

the present project was thus dedicated to its development. The

achievements of this work are related in summary.

4.1 The Two-fluid Model

The general multi-dimensional two-fluid model can be found in
many references. For instance Ishii (1975), Stuhmiller (1976),
Albriten (1979a), (1980a). It consists of six conservation
equations complemented by constitutive equations for the excess
dependent variables. (The number of dependent variables in the
conservation equations is greater than the number of equations.
Therefore auxiliary equations are needed to close the model.)
Here, the two-fluid model is presented by giving the conserva-
tion equations in their general macroscopic form.

Conservation of mass:

Conservation of momentum:

It

+ V«Tk * ok?]cgk + Mk (4.2)

Conservation of energy:

It [ W u k + ?*k>
 + Kk] + V

- 7 • ( k P k k ( k k k R

Q V Ek (4-3)



Where a is the volume fraction, p is the phase average density,

W is the average velocity, F is the mass transfer rate, p is

the phase average pressure, T is the phase average shear stress

tensor, x% is the average fluctuation shear stress tensor, g

is the field force acceleration, M is the momentum transfer,

u is the average internal energy, K' is the average fluctua-

tion kinetic energy, q is the phase average heat flux, W1 is

the average fluctuation energy flux, Q is the average body

heating rate, and E^ is the energy transfer. Subscript k refers

to phase k (gas or liquid).

The present project was mainly occupied with the momentum

equation. Furthermore, since NORCOOL-II contains a one*

dimensional version of the two-fluid model, the general one-

dimensional form of eq (4.2) is given here for reference.

One-dimensional momentum conservation:

ft (ak"kvk
)+!x

Ix Txxk Mk (4.4)

The second and third terms on the RHS of eq (4.4) are called

deviatoric normal stress and flucuation deviatoric normal

stress respectively. In almost every instance these terms may

be omitted for practical calculations. See Albråten (1979a),

pp. 23-25. The momentum transfer, M, is divided into two parts

wall shear and interfacial momentum transfer. Furthermore the

interfacial momentum transfer may be divided into one pure

active force part and one mass thrust part (mass transfer

momentum).

With these considerations in mind, the one-dimensional

momentum conservation can be written (leaving out the dashes

denoting averages)

TE
'å

<akpkvk>

Mwk + Mik
(4.5
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With the help of eq (4.5). the particular problems that the

present project aimed to solve in the NORHAV work can be

related.

4.2 Particular Problems

The particular problems which were directly connected to the

NORCOOL-II development were the formulation of

M . in eq (4.5).

It is easily apprehended that M w k, Mik, and M , are functions

of many variables. In turn, these variables are functions of

each other through the most complex net of inter-relationships.

Basically, the M-terms are called mechanical constitutive equa-

tions because they constitute the materials involved and the

mutual dependence of these materials.

Strictly speaking, the M-terms must be established through

(experimental) observations, as they are "left-overs" from the

deduction of the field (conservation) equations. However, the

field equations are rude averages of the detailed two-phase

flow. If the M-terms are formulated for well defined micro-

scopic configurations and then extrapolated to the macroscopic

field, a theoretical deduction can be performed without violat-

ing the modeling principles.

The procedure in practice is such, that the two-phase flow is

assumed to consist of zones of flow configurations called flow-

regimes; bubbly flow, annular flow, droplet flow etc. Consider

for example the bubbly flow regi.me: The wall shear, MwJc, is

established in a semi-empirical manner. The interfacial momentum

and mass transfer, MiJc and M_k, are deduced for one bubble.

Extrapolation to the bulk two-phase flow is then carried out

by increasing the interface area (e.g. multiplying with the

number of bubbles per unit volume).

In this kind of analysis many uncertainties are'inherent/ due

mostly to the neglect of many factors in the microscopic

modeling, and to the fact that the prevailing flow-regime can-
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not be strictly established from available external conditions

(such as void fraction, mass flow rate, wall temperature etc.).

However, in practical modeling this method is the best yet.

Thus, the particular problem was to formulate the M-terms in

different flow regimes. In addition there existed a desire to

refine the flow-regime maps, i.e. the diagrams that are used to

decide which flow-regime is present.

A brief summary of the achievements in this work is now given.

4.3 Review of Achievements

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the particular goal

within the present project was to find good correlations for

the momentum transfer, M. These correlations were to be fitted

into the two-fluid NORCOOL-II code. The presentation of achieve

ments is divided into the categories M ^ , M i k and M^k«

At the outset, the wall shear was not of primary interest, since

the existing correlations were believed to be of sufficient

accuracy. However, it was later found that they deserved some

investigation. The original suggestions for in NORCOOL-II

(one expression for MwJc iv; each flow regime) were given by

Andersen (1978a). These were updated in some instances by the

present author, Albråten (1980a).

The present author assumed that the gas wall shear was zero

in the single phase liquid, subcooled boiling, nucleate boiling,

and annular flow regimes. The liquid wall shear was assumed

to be influenced by the gas phase through the apparent viscosity

only, Albråten (1980a), pp 13-16. In the same report, a new

equation for the apparent (mixture) viscosity was deduced.

In the inverse annular flow regime, the liquid wall shear was

set to zero. The only impact of the liquid phase on the gas
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wall shear is through a void fraction dependent hydraulic gas

flow diameter, and the change of apparent viscosity by the

presence of droplets in the gas annulus.

In the wispy flow regime the gas and liquid wall shear were

assumed to be functions only of the gas and liquid velocities

respectively. The only connection between the phases in this

case was through the apparent viscosity and the parameter n,

which is the wetted fraction of the wall perimeter.

In the droplet flow regime the liquid wall shear was set to

zero. The presence of the liquid phase was accounted for in the

apparent viscosity in the gas wall shear term.

The single phase gas wall shear was defined in a conventional

way.

The connecting thought in the present author's work with the

wail momentum transfer/ has been that the wall shear correla-

tion for one phase does not depend on the velocity of the

other phase. The interaction of the phase velocities is accounted

for in the interfacial momentum transfer. The main impact of one

phase on the wall shear correlation of the other phase must

establish itself in the mixture material properties, i.e. in

the mixture viscosity. See Albråten (1980a) for a detailed

description of the wall shear correlations.

The interfacial momentum transfer has been of primary interest

in the particular work with the two-fluid model. As pointed

out in section 4.2 the constitutive equations are derived for

well defined configurations of two-phase flow. Furthermore,

the interfacial momentum transfer equations are derived

starting from geometrical details in every configuration and

then averaged over the macroscopic two-phase flow.

The interfacial momentum transfer, M.. , may be further parti-

tioned into terms which are superposed in M.^ for each flow
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regime. These are the steady viscous drag, the steady pressure

drag, the added mass effect, and the Basset force. All these

terms are essentially functions of relative velocity and

interface geometry.

Steady viscous drag: this drag results from the presumption

of no-slip at the interface. The present author gave the cor-

relations for this force, Albråten (1979a) . Later he updated

and refined them, Albråten (1980a). It is to be noted that the

steady viscous drag appears in all flow regimes as long as the

relative velocity is not zero. However, for higher values on

the relative velocity there can be a certain slip between the

phases. Then the pressure drag may dominate the steady inter-

facial momentum transfer.

Steady pressure drag: This drag results from the presumption

of unequal pressure at the interface and bulk. This force

becomes pertinent at higher relative velocities and when the

interface forms an obstacle for the streaming fluid. The present

author investigated two different expressions for the steady

pressure drag in bubbly flow, Albråten (1979c). He found that

neither cf these expressions had any influence what-so-ever on

the calculations. However, the test case used was calm boiling

flow, and no definite conclusions could be drawn from these

calculations. The general equation for the interfacial pressure

distribution around a sphere was deduced, Albråten (1980a),

but has not yet been tried with calculations due to lack of

time.

Added mass effect: This effect arises when one phase accelerates

relative to the other and the interface tangent does not lie

in the main flow direction. The present author deduced the

added mass effect for bubbly and droplet flow, but suggested

that it need not be considered in droplet flow due to the great

difference in density between the droplet and the gas (where

gas is the added mass), Albråten (1979a) and (1980a). Calcula-

tions performed by the present author, Albråten (1979c),

showed that this force has a stabilizing effect on the numerics.

The added mass coefficient, k, is equal 0.5 for spheres, k is
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not known for other geometries, but Albråten (1980a) presented

a general expression for this coefficient which can be applied

to an arbitrary body in dispersed flow. Further test calcula-

tions by the present author, Albråten (1980b), indicated that

the added mass effect is relevant in the model for upwards

bubbly flow as long as the ratio between gas and liquid densi-

ties is less than 0.2.

Basset force: This force accounts for the transient viscous

drag, or the build-up phase of the velocity boundary layer at

the interface. It is generally represented by an integral over

time of the time derivative of the relative velocity multi-

plied by a function of time. This form makes the Basset force

cumbersome to use in the two-fluid model and it has usually

been omitted. Nevertheless, it was found necessary to investi-

gate its magnitude compared to other terms in the interfacial

momentum transfer. This was tentatively done by the present

author, Albråten (1980a), who found the Basset force to be of

the same magnitude as the added mass effect (after very short

times of a stipulated transient) in a typical bubbly flow case.

With this result in mind, the present author invest.gated the

Basset force by doing test calculations with a model for up-

wards bubbly flow, Albråten (1980b). The conclusion from this

investigation was that the Basset force has a decisive impact

on the calculated bubble velocity independently of gas/liquid

density ratio and bubble diameter. Furthermore this impact

lasted as long as the bubbles accelerated (they finally reach

a terminal velocity). Conclusively, the Basset force should

be taken into account in the two-fluid model, but before this

can be done, it must be expressed in a simpler form. An attempt

in this direction is accounted for in section 8.

In addition to the work just related, a short-time investiga-

tion of a problem connected to flow regime transition can be

mentioned. The problem was to mitigate the larore numerical

jumps which occur in the steady drag correlations (as suggested

by Andersen (1978a)), at the transition point between nucleate

boiling and annular flow. The present author suggested a loga-

rithmic interpolation as an interim solution to this problem,

Albråten (1979b). Flow-regime transition was further discussed

by Albråten (1980a) .
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Mass transfer momentum, M .
rjc_

The mass transfer momentum is the momentum of the material that

has gone through a phase change. For instance gas that eva-

porates from an interfase must be accelerated to the gas phase

velocity, thus momentum is transferred from the gas to the

locus of evaporation, i.e. the interface (or vice versa, mo-

mentum is transferred to the gas due to its increasing mass).

M K is a function of the mass transfer rate (obtained by heat

balances) multiplied by the interface velocity. The interface

velocity must take on a value somewhere between the two phase

velocities, depending on: where one defines the interface, the

viscosity of respective phase, the velocity of respective phase,

interface geometry etc. In NORCOOL-II the interface velocity

is simply defined as the arithmetic mean of the gas and liquid

velocities. The mass transfer momentum has not been thoroughly

investigated within the present project.

4.4 Comments

The achievements related in subsection 4.3 can be found in

detail in the reports issued from the present project; see

section 3.1. In addition to the matters accounted for here,

some work connected to the two-fluid model in particular, has

been carried out during the very last part of the project. The

outcome of this work can be found in the sections that deal

with two-fluid codes test runs (sections 8 and 9).

For the uninitiated reader it may.be worth-while to repeat the

essential points in the particular work with the two-fluid

model. If nothing else, to diminish the "bits and pieces"

character this kind of work may have to people not directly

involved in two-phase hydraulics:

- The two-fluid model is represented by eqs (4.1)-(4.3).

- The one-dimensional "engineering" version of the dynamic

part in this model is represented by eq (4.5) .

Thus far there are no problems or uncertainties.
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The particular work with the two-fluid model has, in the

present project, been dedicated to the constitutive equa-

tions for momentum transfer. This means finding correlations

f o r Mwk' Mik , and M k in eq (4.5).

There are no universal laws for the formulation of the M-

terms. Rather, they are found step by step. In each step,

scrutinizing tests must be implemented to verify the ade-

quacy of modeling attempts.

Section 4.3 summarized the achievements in the work with

the M-terms. The further results of this work during the very

last part of the project show i_self in the sections dealing

with two-fluid codes test runs (sections 8 and 9) .
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5 THE GENERAL TWO-PHASE FLOW PROBLEMS

This section will discuss some of the general problems in

modeling two-phase flow. These problems formed the ground for

looking at two-phase flow modeling from a long-term viewpoint.

The intention was not to solve immediate problems connected to

practical calculations, but rather to find and apply new and

unconventional means for modeling, thus eliminating inherent

difficulties in traditional methods. The ideas and studies

that emanated from this long-term ork will be reviewed.

5•1 The General Two-phase Flow Problems

As opposed to the particular two-fluid problems discussed in

section 4, there are some general problems inherent in con-

ventional two-phase flow models that cannot be solved with

standard methods. These are for instance created by averaging

the microscopic field equations, the constitutive equations,

flow-regime mapping, and computer capacity limits.

Averaging

To obtain meaningful macroscopic equations it is necessary to

average the microscopic equations. The microscopic equations

are perfect descriptions of the detailed fluid behaviour within

the two-phase flow. However, they cannot be integrated since

the dependent variables are highly irregular and discontinuous.

The averaging procedures that must be implemented instead of

integration takes away the detailed information about the flow;

information that would be of interest for studying the develop-

ment of dependent variables such as interface configuration

and local velocities, temperatures etc. at the interfaces.

Constitutive_eguations

The form of the constitutive equations depends in most cases

on the prevailing flow regime, wall temperature, mass flow

rate etc., as was seen in section 4. Hence, the two-phase

flow model is not deterministic since the developing flow
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pattern is not determined solely by the closed system of

equations but in "cooperation" with external conditions of

the type just mentioned. At present there is no method available

for closing the two-phase flow models in a general fashion.

This problem is partly overcome by refining the constitutive

equations - as is done in the particular two-fluid work. The

general problems, however, remains. For example the developing

flow of a certain pattern will eventually enter a new flow-

regime, and in doing so, new constitutive equations are re-

quired creating an inevitable numerical jump.

The constitutive equations must be deduced from well defined

flow configurations. Therefore, the flow configuration has to

be established at every instance and location. This is done

by imposing conditions for a certain flow-regime to be present

For practical reasons such conditions are limited in number.

Usually they are pair combinations of void fraction mass flow

rate, and wall temperature. In reality, the flow-regime is

governed by all dependent variables of two-phase flow. Hence,

when mapping with only two of the variables there is a risk

of presuming the wrong flow-regime and consequently the wrong

constitutive equations, as compared to the real flow case.

The general problem is, that it is impossible to use all

dependent variables when establishing a flow-regime map.

Comp_uter_cagacitY

The two-phase flow model generally consists of a system of

non-linear partial differential equations. The computer capaci

ty needed to solve these equations is substantial. Most prac-

tical two-phase models are therefore one-dimensional and use

coarse mesh grids. As a consequence, the computational results

often lack in accuracy. In spite of efforts to reduce com-

puting time by limiting the demand for accuracy, practical

two-phase flow codes are often very expensive to run.

These were some of the arguments for investigating the possibi

lities to model two-phase flow with more accuracy and less
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computing efforts. It was apprehended from the beginning that

such investigations would not lead to any conclusive results

within the present project. Much more time would be needed for

that. Nevertheless, this work increased the knowledge about

two-phase flow mechanisms, which may be of use in the future.

Some new approaches were tentatively tried and they can be

worth developing in the continuing research. A brief review

of the long-term work is now given.

5.2 Review of the Long-term Work

The thoughts and ideas within the context of long-term work are

presented under a few relevant captions. Only a minor part of

them has been accounted for in earlier reports.

These variables were identified and discussed as a pre-stage to

developing dynamic constitutive equations, Albråten (1978b).

The major problems in finding general constitutive equations

for the dynamics were traced back to four dependent variables:

interface surface area concentration, interface curvature, inter-

face velocity, and velocity field within the phases. These

variables must be formulated as averaged functions of the other

dependent variables in the two-fluid model. The intractability

in such an approach was immediately recognized. However, the

investigation formed a good basis for the continued long-term

research.

Eiuid_molecules

In order to find and understand the microscopic phenomena behind

the macroscopic behaviour of two-phase flow, the fundamental

mechanics of fluids and phase change were examined. This meant

looking into molecular physics of fluids and the conditions for

phase change. The forces and energy forms of a single molecule

were identified, as well as the Hamiltonian for a group of mole-

cules, Albråten (1979a). The same reference also gives the con-
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dition for vaporizing a quantity of liquid. The collective

state of all molecules within a control volume is reflected

in the macroscopic fluid behaviour in the same volume. Thus

the models for molecule interaction in liquid and gas

respectively were investigated. In liquid, the dominant pheno-

menon that governs a molecule group is the potential barrier

surrounding each molecule. In gas, the dominant mechanism is

the momentum exchange in collisions, and hence the kinetic

energy of each molecule. Extreme difficulites present them-

selves when analyzing the collective state of a molecule group

starting from the single body theory. Nevertheless, a deep

understanding of the phenomena involved was achieved.

When studying the molecular physics of fluids, the present

author produced a deduction of the Hamiltonian for an arbitrary

system of N water molecules, Albråten (1980a). This Hamiltonian

was transformed to the Hamilton operator in the Schrödinger

equation. The solution to the Schrödinger equation gives the

most probable momentum or position of the molecule group.

Evidently, this equation cannot be solved (neither analytical-

ly nor with the help of computer), but the analysis is of

some academic interest.

Starting_from_interfaces

Albråten (1979a): "In present modeling work much emphasis is

put on the bulk flows and their behaviour, and interfacial

phenomena come in secondarily through constitutive equations.

A new analysis may start from the interfaces and the forces

acting on them, acknowledging their importance in two-phase

flow." This kind of analysis would start with setting up con-

servation equations in an interface bound reference frame. The

interface would be a fictive sum of all the interfaces in the

flow. The advantage of this approach is that the bulk flows

can be treated as continuous and not - as is the case in

conventional modeling - interrupted by dispersed interfaces.

As a consequence the bulk flow models must be multi-dimensional

since the detailed flow in the vicinity of an interface is at

least two-dimensional.



These ideas have only resulted in some rough notes and are not

yet fully developed. It would be of interest to try them further.

Magging

By conformal mapping two-dimensional areas can be transported

from one location in one coordinate system to another location

in another coordinate system. The equations that hold in the

first system also hold in the second system. The idea was to

rearrange the dispersed phase (modeled in two dimensions) to

a more favourable array and then model the two-phase flow

with standard methods. The solution thus obtained would then

be transformed to the original reference frame. The advantage

of this approach is that the dispersed phase can be arranged

in such a way that the flow field surrounding it is easy to

model. The disadvantage is that the bounding walls may assume

complicated forms.

When using conformal mapping it is necessary to know the

initial distribution of the dispersed phase. However, this

must also be known in conventional modeling, and no new problem

is created by this requirement.

In particular, conformal mapping may be useful for transforming

a complicated flow duct geometry to a more tractable one.

Another method that was considered in this context was the

Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. It transforms polygons in-

to the upper semi-plane of a two-dimensional coordinate system,

and vice versa. This method can be of special interest when the

flow duct geometry is complicated, but also for converting the

dispersed phase (two-dimensional) into a semi-plane, where the

upper plane is represented by the dispersed phase and the lower

plane is represented by the continuous phase.

Due to lack of time, only rough notes have come out from this

investigation. It is nevertheless noted that; in particular,

transforming the flow duct geometry may be of immediate practi-

cal use.
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Energy

Two-phase flow has a tendency to occupy the configuration

with the least potential energy, i.e. the most stable con-

figuration, Albråten (1980a). Metastable situations may exist

for short periods of time but the most probable situation

corresponds to the least potential energy. The potential energy

in two-phase flow is created by the force field between the

interfaces. Starting from this ad hoc assumption, a model for

the flow field can be set up where the potential energy comes

in as ä dependent variable. The miminum for the potential

energy is then calculated and the configuration pertaining to

this minimum is understood to be the prevailing flow configura-

tion.

These are mere speculations at present.
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6 CONNECTION TO TWO-PHASE FLOW CODES

This section relates the connection to two-phase flow codes

in the present project. The purpose in working with these

codes will also be given.

6.1 The Connection

Three codes were of primary interest: NORCOOL-II, RISQUE, and

TRAC-PD2. The main features of the codes are discussed in

section 7, along with recommended references.

NORCOOL;II

This code is developed within the NORHAV project. As the

present project was conducted as part of the contribution

of the Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI) to NORHAV, the connection to

NORCOOL-II was that of direct involvement in its development.

5JSQUE

The RISQUE code was concocted at Risö National Laboratory as

a test-programme for two-phase flow research and as a bench-

mark code for development of other advanced codes, such as

NORCOOL-II. The present author has had the opportunity to

use RISQUE within the NORHAV work and has found it a very

useful means for testing constitutive equations.

TRAC;PD2

This code is developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory in

the United States. It is a large system modular thermal/

hydraulics code designed for PWR-LOCA estimations in particular,

but contains two-phase flow models which are generally applicable

TRAC-PD2 has been available to the present project for test

calculations through cooperations treatips between the USA

and the Nordic countries (the NORHAV project).
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6.2 Purpose in using Codes in the Present Project

The main purpose in using codes in the present project has

been to test the dynamic constitutive equations that enter

the two-fluid model. This is done either by sensitivity

studies or by comparing calculations with experiment results

Another purpose has been to investigate the predictability

of TRAC-PD2. The recent test runs with RISQUE are accounted

for in section 8, and the test runs with TRAOPD2 are

accounted for in section 9.
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CODES

This section outlines the main features of the three codes

relevant to the present project. For more detailed descrip-

tions the reader is recommended to the references given

below.

7.1 NORCOOL-II

A BWR-LOCA code that implements a one-dimensional two-fluid

model. Parallel channels in the core can be modeled. This

code is primarily intended to estimate the transient in the

reflood phase of the LOCA. The constitutive equations in-

clude the most advanced models currently developed to benefit

accuracy. An interim package of constitutive equations was

put together by Andersen (1978a). It has been further developed

by the present author, as was discussed in section 4.

The final stage in the work with NORCOOL-II has not yet been

reached (as of May 1981). However, through private communi-

cations with the people at Risö National Laboratory, where

the code is designed, it is evident to the present author

that this advanced best-estimate code can be ready for

practical use within a year. Relevant references are

Andersen, J. (1977a), (1977b), (1977c), (1978a), Eget & Holt

(1977a), (1977b), Rathmann & Rosdahl (1979). In addition,

all the reports by the present author quoted in section 3.1

are relevant.

7.2 RISQUE

A one-dimensional two-fluid model is solved with this code.

It is intended as a benchmark for development of advanced

two-phase flow codes, and may be particularly useful for

testing numerics and constitutive equations.

RISQUE can be applied to transients in closed loops, critical

oucflow, and simple through-flow in ducts. The only flow
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regimes stipulated are single-phase flow, bubbly flow, and

droplet flow. This limits the generality but still makes it

a good means for developing and testing constitutive equations

Especially worth noting is the availability for making changes

in the two-phase flow model and experimenting with this model.

RISQUE is easy to handle both in this respect and also with

respect to the input deck design. Furthermore, it is a cheap

code to work with.

The numerical method employed in RISQUE is an extended Turner

finite difference scheme.

Relevant references are Andersen, P.S. et al (1974), (1975),

(1976a), (1976b), (1977a), (1977b), Albråten (1979c).

7.3 TRAC-PD2

TRAC-PD2 is a further development of TRAC-P1A. It estimates

the entire sequence of a PWR-LOCA. The PWR system is divided

into its components,each one with its own input deck. The

user can specify which components he wishes to use and model

the geomtries in an almost arbitrary manner. Hence, TRAC-PD2

can be applied also to experiments af any scale.

A multi-dimensional two-fluid model is employed for the vessel

thermal/hydraulics, while in all other components a one-

dimensional drift-flux model is used. All flow-regimes per-

taining to two-phase flow are presumed.

Only steady-state constitutive equations are included at

present, but models containing time-derivatives are currently

experimented with, such as the added mass effect in dis-

persed flow. The flow regime maps are somewhat primitive,

although they do reflect the state-of-the-art in this area.

The constitutive equation package is continuously updated

through the wide-spread experimenting and testing of TRAC-PD2.

"Newletters" are regularly issued from Los Alamos National

Laboratory. They gather and describe suggestions and comments

from researchers who run this code. The final version of
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TRAC-PD2 with respect to the basic models is yet to come.

The programming language in TRAOPD2 is FORTRAN-IV. The

solution method used is either a semi-implicit or fully-

implicit finite difference scheme. The user is allowed to

choose the numerical method for solving the flow dynamics

equations.

Due to the extensiveness and large applicability of TRAC-PD2,

it is expensive to run and the input deck is rather cumber-

some to handle.

The only references yet available are a rough draft, Pryor

et al (1980), and the "TRAC Newsletters" issued by Los Alamos

National Laboratory, Safety Analysis Group, TRAC User Liaison

Section (contact persons are Chuch Watson and Jan Elliott).

Test runs with RISQUE and TRAC-PD2 are accounted for in

sections 8 and 9 respectively.
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8 RISQUE TEST RUNS

This section accounts for the test runs with RISQUE per-

formed by the present author during the first half of

1981. It gives the objective of these test runs, presents

the results, and discusses the outcome of these calcula-

tions .

8.1 Test Run Objectives

The objective of the present RISQUE test runs was to in-

vestigate the influence on the dynamics in the two-fluid

model of a new expression for the Basset force. (See dis

cussion in section 4.3.) This new Basset force term is

applicable to dispersed flow only. The Basset force term

will now be briefly described.

The Basset force is an interfacial momentum transfer term

that accounts for the build-up of a boundary layer on the

interface in transients where one phase accelerates re-

lative to the other. The original expression for the Basset

force on one dispersed particle reads

t

9 ,- . JdVr
B

(force per unite volume) (8.1)

where D-, is the dispersed particle diameter, index c stands

for the continuous phase, and T is an integration . time

variable.

It has been shown that the Basset force term may have a

great impact on the calculated velocity and acceleration

of a gas bubble rising in an infinite fluid, Albråten

(1980b). This indicated that it would be worthwhile to

investigate the Basset force influence in the two-fluid

model of dispersed bubbly flow.
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In order to overcome the difficulties involved in applying

the original form of the Basset force term in the two-fluid

model, the integral in eq. (8.1) has to be replaced by an

approximation. Making use of the results in the bubble rise

calculations, Albråten (1980b), and referring to the Appendix

to the present report, the Basset force on one bubble in

vertical motion relative to a vertically streaming liquid,

can be written

•>f

where u a is che bubble terminal velocity and t is the re-

laxation time.

The solution to the integral in eq. (8.2) is easily obtained

and the Basset force now reads

fB D a i L v a
[in (£)-
L v a'

where the terminal velocity

u a TZu, (8.4;

and the relaxation time

4v>. (8.5)

When implementing the single-bubble Basset force represented

by eq. (8.3) in the present RISQUE test case (where a swarm

of bubbles prevails) a few changes are due in eq. (8.3).

In order to account for the presence of many bubbles and
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get a global Basset force model, the liquid viscosity is

changed to mixture viscosity, the liquid density under the

square root is changed to mixture density, and f_ is multi-

plied by a(1 - a) to close the model at extreme void frac-

tions .

The two-fluid constitutive equation for the Basset force

then is

r ; (8.6)

It is to be noted, that many simplifying assumptions have

been made when deducing eq. (8.6) . For instance the mixture

properties do not strictly and physically represent the fluid

environment experienced by the gas phase in bubbly flow. In

the appendix eq. (A.3), the relative acceleration is replaced

by the bubble acceleration in stationary water and this is

later corrected for by adding the liquid velocity to the bubble

terminal velocity. In reality the two phase velocities are

strongly coupled; acceleration of the gas phase results in

acceleration of the liquid phase and vice versa. When looking

at two-phase flow in a duct of finite cross section the volu-

metric flow rate of respective phase is more dependent on

each other, than one can presume for bubbly flow in infinite

liquid. Therefore, the conclusions drawn by Albråten (1980b)

about single bubble motion in infinite liquid can only with

approximation be applied to bubbly flow in ducts. The coupling

to the liquid velocity is only approximately accounted for

by adding v^ to the gas terminal velocity.

Another dubious point that must be noted here, is the neglect

of the convective derivative of the velocity. When considering

a single bubble the convective derivative has no meaning.

However, when considering the continuous flow of many bubbles

in global two-phase flow modeling the convective derivative

is included in the relative acceleration
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dv
£

dt 3x (8.7)

In the present analysis the last term on the RHS of

eg. (8.7) has been neglected.

In the present RISQUE test calculations the Basset force

in eq. (8.6) was added to the drag force term in the original

RISQUE two-fluid model. The objective of the test calcula-

tions then was to show how the Basset force term influences

the calculation of the dynamics, and hence the phase and

relative velocities.

8.2 Test Case and Results

Since RISQUE has very severe restrictions on input initial

values on fluid enthalpy in conjunction with wall temperature,

mass flow rate, and pressure, no relevant experiment test

case could be found in the literature. If the input variables

just mentioned do not lie within certain limits, the RISQUE

routines will produce growing numerical instabilities and

finally interrupt the calculations.

Presumably, RISQUE can be modified to applications in a wider

range of input parameters. However, for the time being, it

was decided that a sensitivity study would suffice for a

preliminary conclusion about the new Basset force model.

The fictive test case chosen was a straight vertical pipe

with circular cross section. The fluid was assumed to flow

upwards. At the initial time the liquid was slightly sub-

cooled and the gas was saturated. The wall temperature was

set to a constant value of 194°C. Initially the wall tempera-

ture was 14°C above the fluid saturation temperature.

The test case input parameters were:
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Vertical pipe length

Inner diameter

Twall
P

Initial mixture mass flow rate

Inital relative velocity

Liquid subcooling

Gas subcooling

Number of equally spaced nodes

Void fraction

Fluid material

End of transient

2.0 m

0.05 m

194°C (constant)

1.0 MPa

0.053 kg/s (corresponding

0.C m/s to °'03 m/s)

-3.0 kJ/kg

0.0 kJ/kg

20

0.1

water

15.0 s

Four different test runs were made according to the following

table:

Run No. Initial bubble diam. F_ according to eq. (8.6)

1

2

3

4

0.002 m

0.002

0,004

0,004

not included

included

not included

included

In figs. 8.1-8.4 the following correspondence between run

number and curve depiction has been used:

Run No. 1:

Run No. 2:

Run No. 3: — - — - —

Run No. 4:

(Calculation interrupted after 10 s)

In run No. 2 and 4, eq. (8.6) was inserted in the RISQUE sub-

routine ABCD (see Eget & Andersen (1977a) for description

of RISQUE and its subroutines). Dampening was imposed on F

by stating that each time the real time reaches an integer

multiple of the relaxation time (defined by eq. (8.5)) the

time variable in eq. (8.6) is set to zero. F_ thus calculated

at each real time step, was then added to the stationary
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drag force term, which in turn enters the coefficient

matrix defined in the same subroutine (ABCD).

There is no particular reason for choosing the test case

described above. Neither is there any particular reason for

choosing the initial bubble diameters as is done in runs

No. 1-4. To be thorough, a wide variety of test cases must

be tried as well as the whole spectrum of possible bubble

diameters. Especially the initial bubble diameter strongly

influences the flow behaviour. The present analysis is

restricted to only one test case and variation between

only two diameters, with the purpose to get a preliminary

indication on how the Basset force affects the two-fluid

calculation.

The following functions were studied:

- Gas velocity as a function of time at 1.8 m from the pipe

inlet

- Relative velocity as a function of time at 1.8 m from the

pipe inlet

- Gas velocity as a function of the axial coordinate after

t « 8 s

- Relative velocity as a function of the axial coordinate

after t = 8 s.

It is to be noted, that the gas phase is always modeled as

bubbles in RISQUE up to a certain value on the void fraction,

where the gas phase becomes the continuous phase and the

liquid phase is modeled as droplets. In the present test tuns,

the gas phase is in bubble form throughout.

Fig. 8.1 shows the gas velocity as functions of time at

1.8 m elevation, as calculated in run No. 1-4. The Basset

force strongly influences the absolute value on the gas velocity.

With the initial bubble diameter 0.002 m, the inclusion of FB

lowers the gas velocity with about 30% throughout the transient.

With the initial bubble diameter 0.004 m, the inclusion of

Fo lowers the gas velocity with about 20% up to t=7 s. After
£3
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7 s, the model including F_ results in decreasing velocity,

for this bubble diameter, while the original model predicts

a constant velocity. What is further noticed in fig. 8.1,

is the growing instabilities that occur when including

F_ in RISQUE. In fact, run No. 2 was automatically inter-

rupted because of these instabilities.

Fig. 8.2 shows the relative velocity v -v., as functions .s

of time at 1.8 m elevation. Again, it is seen that FD has

a reducing effect on the gas velocity (relative to the fairly

stable liquid velocity). The fluctuations occurring when

including F_ are due to the unstable gas velocity shown ino

fig. 8.1; the liquid does not "catch up" with the gas bubbles

but has a more steady velocity development.

Fig. 8.3 shows the gas velocity as functions of the axial

coordinate after t = 8 s. With the inital bubble diameter

0.002 m, the inclusion of F_ lowers the gas velocity with

about 30% throughout the pipe. With the initial bubble dia-

meter 0.004 m, the inclusion of FQ lowers the gas velocity

with bout 30% throughout the pipe. For both chosen bubble

diameters, it is seen that the inclusion of F_ produces

growing instabilities starting halfway in the pipe and

becoming larger towards the end of the pipe.

Fig. 8.4 shows the relative velocity, v - v^, as functions

of the axial coordinate after t = 8 s. It is seen that the

inclusion of F_ reduces the relative velocity. Because the

liquid velocity is not much affected by F_, the reduction
o

of v - v- is primarily due to the decrease in gas velocity

as seen in fig. 8.3. The growing instabilities that occur

when including F_ are primarily due to the unstable gas
o

velocity as seen in fig. 8.3
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Fig. 8.1: RISQUE calculations. Bubbly upwards flow in
circular duct. Gas velocity as function of time
at elevation 90% of channel length.
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Fig. 8.2: RISQUE calculations. Bubbly upwards flow in
circular duct. Relative velocity as function of
time at elevation 90% of channel length.
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Fig. 8.3: RISQUE calculations. Bubbly upwards flow in
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Fig. 8.4: RISQUE'calculations. Bubbly upwards flow in
circular duct. Relative velocity as function
of axial coordinate at t = 8 s.
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8.3 Indications of the Test Runs

As mentioned above, the test case chosen is only one of the

many possible cases that are relevant for investigating the

new model for the Basset force. Indeed one must be careful

when drawing conclusions about its influence on the two-fluid

calculations. Of course, the ultimate tests are comparisons

with experiments to find out if inclusion of the Basset force

in the two-fluid model draws the calculated results nearer

to the measured ones.

Nevertheless, the present RISQUE test calculations indicate

that, in at least two possible two-phase flow situations,

the new Basset force model

- reduces the gas velocity drastically as seen from a stationary

reference frame

- reduces the gas velocity drastically relative to the liquid

velocity.

Time has not allowed an investigation into the causes of the

growing instabilities that occur when including the Basset

force. They may be physical or numerical (in which case they

are fictive). One may speculate that they are numerical,

because the test case chosen ought not to produce such heavy

flucuations in velocities. If the instabilities are numerical,

they can be reduced by various programming methods and ex-

periments with the RISQUE test code.

Finally it is observed, that the added mass effect was in-

cluded in the two-fluid model in test runs No. 1-4. In

two separate runs the added mass effect was set to zero, and

the chosen test case was run with and without the Basset force

respectively. Both of these runs were automatically inter-

rupted after short times, because of instabilities that grew

beyond the limits set in the program.
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9 TRAC-PD2 MODI TEST RUNS

This section accounts for the test runs with TRAC-PD2 MOD1 per-

formed by the present author. It gives the objectives of

these test runs, describes the test cases, presents the

results, and relates the conclusions drawn by the present

author.

9.1 Test Run Objectives

The objectives were to

- test the predictability of TRAC-PD2 by comparing calcu-

lations with an experiment in a standard test case re-

commended by Los Alamos National Laboratory (TRAC-PD2

designer).

- test the predictability of TRAC-PD2 by comparing calcula-

tions with an experiment selected from the references on

two-phase flow measurements. A non-standard test case was

chosen to appraise the basic models in the code.

- to get acquainted with TRAC-PD2 with respect to its applica-

bility and handling input data. If this code is to be im-

plemented in Sweden, it is important to spread the capabili-

ty to work with it.

9.2 Edwards Pipe Blowdown

This experiment consisted of a horizontal pipe-length 4.096 m

and inner diameter 0.073 m - filled with water of temperature

515 K, an'd pressurized to 7 MPa. Blowdown was initiated by

breaking a glass disk at one end of the pipe. A schematic of

the experiment set up is shown in fig. 9.1. Further informa-

tion on the Edwards Pipe experiment is given by Vigil et al.

(1979) who also give the proper original references.
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Fig. 9.1: Edwards Pipe blowdown experiment,
Not to scale.

Schematic.
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For the calculation with TRAC-PD2, the same input deck

as implemented in TRAC-P1A calculations was used. This

input deck is found in Vigil et al. (1979).

Figs. 9.2 - 9.10 show the results from the present TRAC-PD2

calculations and compare those with the experiment results.

Figs. 9.2 - 9.8 also include the results obtained with

TRAC-P1A by Vigil et al. (1979).

Figs. 9.2 - 9.8 show the pressure history in the pipe, i.e.

the pressure during blowdown from 7 MPa to the ambient

pressure which is about 0.1 MPa. It is seen that TRAC-PD2

follows the measured values fairly well - as does TRAC-P1A.

The likeness between the results of the two codes is ex-

pected, since the difference in programming features Czes

not mainly lie in the one-dimensional drift-flux model

used in this case. The small discrepancy still found bet-

ween the TRAC-PD2 and TRAC-P1A results can be assigned to

machine "individualism" at Studsvik and Los Alamos respective-

ly.
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Fig. 9.3: Edwards Pipe. Pressure vs. time at location GS-2
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Fig. 9.5: Edwards Pipe. Pressure vs. time at location GS-4.
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Fig. 9.7: Edwards Pipe. Pressure vs. time at location GS-6
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Fig. 9.8: Edwards Pipe. Pressure vs. time at location GS-7

Fig. 9.9 shows the void fraction history at location GS-5,

which is just upstream from the center of the tube length

(see fig. 9.1). TRAC-PD2 predicts a smooth development of

the void fraction, while the measured values fluctuate

heavily, which is to be expected in a violent transient

like this. The calculated void fraction is as much as 80%

above the average of the measured void fraction in some

instants.

Fig. 9.10 shows the fluid temperature history at location

GS-5. TRAC-PD2 predicts a lower fluid temperature than :.s

actually measured. However, the maximum discrepancy is less

than 6% of the measured value, and the over-all agreement

between calculation and experiment is good.
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Fig. 9.9: Edwards Pipe. Void fraction vs. time at location
GS-5.
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It should be noted that the TRAC component options used

in this calculation are FILL, PIPE, and BREAK. The two-

phase flow model used in these components is the one-

dimensional drift-flux model which allows slip and non-

equilibrium between the phases. The two-fluid model is

thus not tested in this case.

9.3 UC-Berkeley Reflood

This experiment consisted of a vertical pipe test section

directly heated by a DC source. The pipe was 3.66 m long

with inner diameter 0.01435 m and wall thickness 0.00076 m.

The pipe material was Inconel 600. A schematic of the

experiment set up is shown in fig. 9.11. Further informa-

tion on the UC-Berkeley experiment is given by Seban

et al. (1978) .

In the particular experiment run considered in the present

TRAC calculations, the test section was supplied with the

constant power 3288 W. When thermal equilibrium with the

surrounding was reached (at which point the wall temperature

was 538°C) the water supply valves were opened and re-

flooding started. The system was at atmospheric pressure

and the water temperature and velocity at the inlet were

63°C and 0.127 m/s respectively. Steam and water was

collected from the test section outlet by a steam-water

separator which in turn had a st«.am outlet and a water

drain.

Wall temperature was measured at 0.610 m, 1.372 m, 1.829 m,

2.438 m, and 3.048 m elevations respectively. Fluid tempera-

.ture was measured at the outlet. Mass flow metering provided

the means to determine the flow quality at the test section

outlet.
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The present TRAC-PD2 calculations were compared with the

UC-Berkeley experiment with respect to

- wall temperature vs. time at 0.610 m, 1.372 m, 1.829 m,

2.438 m, and 3.048 m elevations respectively

- fluid temperature vs. time at test section outlet

- quality vs. time at test section outlet

- quench front position vs. time

Two series of TRAC-PD2 runs were performed. In the first

the UC-Berkeley test section was modeled with the PIPE com-

ponent in TRAC-PD2. In the second the test section was

modeled with the VESSEL component. The PIPE component con-

tains a drift-flux model and the VESSEL component contains

a two-fluid model of two-phase flow.

Test_section_modeled_>with_PIPE_comgonent

The TRAC-PD2 geometry and noding input for the UC-Berkeley

experiment is schematically shown in fig. 9.12. The PIPE

component (component 2) corresponds to the test section.

PIPE 2 is divided into 30 cells of varying length. Cell 6,

12, 16, 21, and 26 correspond to wall temperature measuring

points at 0.610 m, 1.372 m, 1.829 m, 2.438 m, and 3.048 m

elevations respectively. As the fluid and wall temperatures

are evaluated at the mesh point centers in the PIPE com-

ponent, the mid-levels of the cells just mentioned coincide

with the experiment measuring points.

In the UC-Berkeley experiment the supplied power was trans-

ferred to the surrounding before the run started. From this,

one can deduce an equivalent heat transfer coefficient on

the outer surface of the pipe. The coefficient was evaluated

to be 35 W/m1, K. This value was postulated in the PIPE 2

input card No. 4 as the"HTC between outer boundary of pipe

wall and vapor".
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Fig. 9.12: UC-Berkeley. Geometry and noding for TRAC-PD2
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Figs.9.13 - 9.17 show the measured and calculated wall tempe-

rature as functions of time. It is seen that the TRAC-PD2

component invariably underpredicts the wall temperature.

60 70 SO 10 100 110 /JO
tim»

Fig. 9.13: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 0.610 m
as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the PIPE-component.

10 to SO 60 70 80 100 110 IX

C
Fig. 9.14: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 1.372 m

as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the PIPE-component.
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Fig. 9.15: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 1.829 m
as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the PIPE-component.

it

Fig. 9.16: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 2.438 m
as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the PIPE-component.
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Fig. 9.17: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 3.048 m
as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the PIPE-component.

Fig. 9.18 shows the measured and calculated fluid temperature

at the test section exit as functions of time. It is seen

that the calculated temperature fluctuates heavily, due pro-

bably to numeric instabilities in the thermal/hydraulic cal-

culations upstream of the exit. However a peak can be per-

ceived which may correspond to the measured maximum. The

calculated maximum precedes the measured one. Again, the

TRAC-PD2 PIPE component tends to underpredict the temperature.
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Fig. 9.18: UOBerkeley. Kluid temperature at test section exit
as function of time. Test section is modeled by the
PIPE-component.
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Fig. 9.19 shows the measured and calculated flow quality

at the test section exit as functions of time. The calculated

values fluctuated with such high frequency and amplitude

that a curve was fitted to these values by regression

analysis. The fitted curve is to be used only for coarse

comparison with the experiment values. It is seen that the

TRAC-PD2 PIPE component overpredicts the flow quality.

However, the predicted quality suddenly drops to zero after

50 s, while the experiment shows gradually decreasing values

all the way up to 120 s. The sudden drop in the calculations

corresponds to the calculated quench front position which

after 50 s has reached the test section exit.

Fig. 9.20 shows the measured and calculated quench front

position as functions of time. It is seen that the TRAC-PD2

PIPE component overpredicts the quench front propagation

velocity.
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Test_section-modeled_with^VESSEL_comgonent

Fig. 9.21 shows the TRAC-PD2 noding and geometry input

when the UC-Berkeley test section is modeled with the

VESSEL component.

The UC-Berkeley experiment is modeled with TRAC-PD2 com-

ponents in the following order counted from the water in-

let valve: FILL, PIPE, VESSEL, PIPE, BREAK. The VESSEL is

divided into 20 levels of varying lengths. The test section

is included in the "core region" of the VESSEL; levels 2 - 1 9

The thermocouple locations described in fig. 9.11 correspond

to levels 4, 8, 10, 13, and 16 in the VESSEL component.

The problem was made one-dimensional by making the two-fluid

model in the VESSEL component one-dimensional. This was

achieved by setting the number of segments in the r- and

8-directions to 1 .
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Some problems were encountered when describing the test sec-

tion in the VESSEL component. In the experiment, the heating

power was supplied directly to the pipe wall, it was constant

throughout the reflooding period, and consequently a varying

amount of power was transferred to the surrounding and the

internal fluid respectively. This situation cannot be directly

transposed to indata in TRAC-PD2. Instead the following model

was assumed:

- The power is supplied by a heater rod in the center of the

duct.

- The hydraulic diameter of the annulus thus formed is equal

to the real hydraulic diameter.

- The outer pipe wall has the same thickness as the real one,

it has the same material properties as the real one, it has

the same temperature as the inlet water, and it is modeled

as a heat slab in TRAOPD2.

- The supplied heating power to the rod is assumed to be a

function of time. It increases, linearly from the pure cor.-

vective power to vapor just after the initial time (2 W)

to the total real power minus the real power transferred

to the surrounding after stationarity has been reached

(3154 W). The steady state power to the surrounding was

found by "cheating", i.e. by looking at the measured steady

state wall_temperature and calculating a heat transfer

coefficient. The linear power function thus prepared for

the input deck reads

Q R = ( Qtot- Qo> T ^ Q g (9'1)

where Q t o t is the real constant input power (3287 W) , Q°°

is the real steady state power to the surrounding (135 W),

v is the inlet water velocity (0.127 m ) , t is time, L is

the test section length, Q is the power transferred to

the vapor just after the initial time (2 W ) . When the time

t = L/v has elapsed, the rod power is set constant equal

to 3154 W. The calculated wall temperature of interest is

the "ROD Outer Cladding Temp." listed in the TRAC-PD2

VESSEL output.
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There is some uncertainty as to the effect of transforming

the experiment facts into the fictive case described above.

So, reservation is made here, for the absolute value dis-

crepancies that may be present when comparing the TRAC-PD2

calculations with the experiment results. However, the general

trends of the calculated curves shown in figs. 9.22 - 9.29

are relevant when comparing to the experiment curves.

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the items

of interest were the wall temperature at different elevations,

the exit fluid temperature, the exit flow quality, and the

quench front position. The calculated and measured curves

for these items are shown in figs. 9.22 - 9.29. The calcula-

tion was interrupted (after several restart runs) at 75 se-

conds, which is a shorter time than needed in the experiment

for the quench front to reach the exit. The decision to

stop the calculation at 75 seconds was made after judging

the computer expenses - which are great for the TRAC-PD2

VESSEL runs - in relation to the extra information that

could be gained between 75 and 120 seconds. The last re-

start run results have been dumped to a nemanent file at

Studsvik, and the calculations can be continued from that

point if necessary.

Figs. 9.22 - 9.26 show the measured and calculated wall

temperature as functions of time. It is seen that the TRAC-PD2

VESSEL component slightly overpredicts the wall temperature

and shifts the quenching time towards a much longer tine.

One might say that TRAC-PD2 is conservative in this respect,

although it is not intended as a conservative code. Apart

from the discrepancies, the trends of the calculated curves

follow the measured curves quite well.
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as function of t ime. Test sec t ion i s modeled by the
VESSEL-component.
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as function of t ime. Test sec t ion i s modeled by the
VESSEL-component.
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Fig. 9.24: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 1.829 m
as function of time. Test section i.' modeled by the
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Fig. 9.25: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 2.438 m
as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the VESSEL-component.
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Fig. 9.26: UC-Berkeley. Wall temperature at elevation 3.048 m
as function of time. Test section is modeled by
the VESSEL-component.

Fig. 9.27 shows the measured and calculated exit fluid

temperature as functions of time. The TRAC-PD2 VESSEL

component underpredicts the vapor temperature, though the

trends of the two curves coincide fairly well. The measured

maximum after about 6 seconds is corresponded by a much

lower maximum in the calculated curve.
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Fig. 9.28 shows the measured and calculated exit flow

quality as functions of time. The calculated values

fluctuate very heavily with some instantaneous peaks up

to x = 1. A curve has been fitted to the calculated points

by regression analysis. This curve is to be used only for

coarse comparison with the experiment values. It is seen

that the TRAC-PD2 VESSEL component overpredicts the exit

flow quality. Some excursions to quality 1.0 occur in the

calculations. These points have been omitted in the regression

analysis.

Fig. 9.29 shows the measured and calculated quench-front

position as functions of time. The quench-front position

is found by plotting the quench times for the five wall

temperature measure points. It is seen that the TRAC-PD2

VESSEL component underpredicts the quench-front location

by at least 0.5 m
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9.4 Summary of the TRAC-PD2 Calculations

Edwards_Pige_blowdown_exgerimenti_section_9i2:

Pressure vs. time at different locations: The agreement bet-

ween calculated and measured results is very good.

Void fraction vs. time: The agreement between calculated and

measured results is very good.

Liquid temperature vs. time: The agreement between calculated

and measured results is very good.

UC2Berkele^_refloodin2_exgeriment£_section_9i3:

Wall temperature vs. time at different levels: The TRAC-PD2

PIPE component underpredicts the wall temperature and quench

time. The TRAOPD2 VESSEL component overpredicts the wall

temperature and quench time. The agreement with the measured

results is in neither case good, although the trends do agree

fairly well.

Exit vapor temperature vs. time: The TRAC-PD2 PIPE component

underpredicts the vapor temperature. The TRAC-PD2 VESSEL

component underpredicts the vapor temperature. The agreement

with the measured results is in neither case good. The trend

in the curve calculated by the VESSEL component agrees fairly

well with the experiment.

Flow quality vs. time: The TRAC-PD2 PIPE component gives

heavy fluctuations and then the quality drops to zero at

t«50 s, which is due to over-estimation of quench-front

velocity. The TRAC-PD2 VESSEL component gives heavy fluctua-

tions in flow quality. In both runs the exit quality was

slightly overpredicted (when the regression analysis curves

are compared to the measurements).

Quench-front position vs. time: the TRAC-PD2 PIPE component

underpredicts the quench time and therefore it overpredicts

the quench-front position. The maximum discrepancy is as

much as 1.5 m. The TRAC-PD2 VESSEL component overpredicts

the quench time, and therefore it underpredicts the quench-

front position. The maximum discrepancy is 1 m.
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In conclusion, for the UC-Berkeley test case: The TRAOPD2

components PIPE and VESSEL give results that do not compare

very well with the experiment results, though the trends of

the calculations follow the measured trends. A reservation

is made for the input data in the VESSEL component; the

input power as function of time contains uncertainties. If

this function is modified, TRAC-PD2 may come out with re-

sults that differ from the present ones. However, there is

no way of describing the exact real power transfer to the

fluid as function of time, without solving the two-fluid

model itself.
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10 FUTURE WORK

This section gives some of the present author's ideas about

what items, in the field of two-phase thermal/hydraulics,

ought to be investigated in the future.

10.1 Theoretical Work

During 1970 - 1980 much capability was achieved for making

best estimate two-phase flow models and codes. This capability

reveals itself in codes like NORCOOL-II, RISQUE, and TRAC-PD2.

The task now, is to compare these codes with experiments, re-

fine the models, compare with experiments, refine the models

again etc. The refinement needed, primarily lies in the consti-

tutive equations, such as boiling heat transfer and interfacial

momentum transfer.

In the near future the following items ought to be investi-

gated:

- the Basset force term as discussed in section 8

- the inclusion of the added mass effect in TRAC-PD2

- the conditions for flow regime transition, i.e. flow

regime mapping

As for theoretical work which is not directly tied to the .

present code development, there are a few items that deserve

attention. There is no doubt that this work will be of prac-

tical use in the not too distant future. These items are:

- building a two-phase flow model starting from the interfaces

as discussed in section 5.2

- mapping, for transforming complicated flow duct geometries

as discussed in section 5.2

- mapping, for transforming e.g. dispersed flow into a more

tractable configuration as discussed in section 5.2

- added mass effect for other flow types than the dispersed

bubbly
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- Basset force for other flow types than the dispersed bubbly

- detailed two-phase hydraulics in abrupt area changes and

bends

- develop generally valid constitutive equations

- review of averaging methods

Apart form these specific items, it is the present author's

opinion, that one person in this country should always be

occupied with long-term creative and unbiased research in two-

phase thermal/hydraulics modeling. Such work always results in

fruitful ideas that are of practical use, and increases the

capability to solve problems involving two-phase flow.

10.2 Experimental Work

The two-fluid models presently used, are refined to such a

degree that today's experimental methods do not suffice to

find the constants and correlations needed to develop them

further, i.e. develop them in a strict scientific way. of

course, the two-fluid model can still be developed, but with a

kind of "backwards" method, see section4.2. In the present

author's opinion, the experimental technique must be improved

so that

- local void fraction can be measured

- local velocities (e.g. in the vicinities of interfaces)

can be measured without disturbing the flow

- local interface areas can be measured without creating

new interfaces

- lateral transports can be measured

These experiments must be reproducable so that many inde-

pendent measurements can be performed and statistic averages

can be obtained. If these experiements are possible, a great

step is taken towards a perfect set of constitutive equations.

Only then, it would be strictly meaningful to compare large

two-fluid codes with large global measurements. As it is

today, the large-scale experiments give results that in
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reality lie within a statistic band (beacuse of the sto-

chastic behaviour of boiling flow). Furthermore, many of

the correlations used in the two-fluid model also are re-

sults of a curve fitted to statistically concocted values

from global experiments. The two statistic bands are then

added when making the comparison between calculations and

measurements. So, curves in diagrams showing code calcula-

tions and experiments should be supplemented by confidence

intervals. In reality the curves may be farther apart than

shown in the diagrams.

The capability to measure local quantities in two-phase

flow ought to gain a primary interest in an experimental

program. Here, one notices a certain gap between people in-

volved in modeling and code developemnt on one hand, and

people conducting experiments on the other.

10.3 Codes

The capability to work with the thermal/hydraulics codes

must be maintained and, if possible, increased in Sweden,

Each code has a certain "personality" and demands intro-

duction time.
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APPENDIX

The bubble rise velocity is made dimensionless by dividing

with the terminal velocity

u
u

12v,
u

D b ( p i ~ ? g ) g
(A.1)

The time variable is made dimensionless by dividing with

the relaxation time

(A.2)

The relative velocity in eq. (8.1) is replaced by the

bubble rise velocity. The acceleration is now

dt
du
dt

(A.3)

The acceleration is made dimensionless with help of eqs.

(A.1) and (A.2)

du
dt

u

a

du»
dt*

(A.4:

Albråten (1980b) found that u* is independent of the density

ratio p /p0, and therefore a universal expression for the

dimensionless bubble rise velocity can be found. Likewise

an expression for the dimensionless bubble acceleration can

be found. This reads (making use of the results in Albråten

(1980b))

g j = A + B in t* (A.5:

where A and B are constants*).

*)Eq. (A.5) is found by fitting a simpler expression to
the derivative of eq. (12) in Albråten (1980b).
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If eqs. (A.3) - (A.5) are inserted into eq. (8.1) the

Basset force becomes
t

9 r ^ — r - Uä f / « . „ , _ , T ̂ dT (A. 6)

where

ua
u (A.7)

This deduction is not entirely strict since the liquid

velocity is assumed to be constant and independent of the

bubble velocity from time t0 up to the time where the ter-

minal velocity is reached. However, it can be seen as a

step in the proper direction to determine the Basset

force expression and investigating its importance in two-

fluid modeling.


